Building Foundations for Friendship

Pilot Study Overview
- Relational Aggression
- Research Questions
- Friendship Curriculum (puppets, social stories, rules of friendship)
- Conclusions

BFF Curriculum Enhancement – years 2 and 3
- Starting Small with Friendship Connections
- Using Literature and Music (Stories and Discussion with puppets, Mr. Rogers)
- Mango Monkey as a Mediator

Brief description of the social aggression incident that occurred in the kindergarten.

Brief description of proactive steps taken by classroom teachers to build friendship and collaboration:

**Literature**
Heartwood Institute: Building Character Kit: Pre-K/K
The series identifies seven character building attributes: Courage, Loyalty, Justice, Respect, Hope, Honesty, and Love. The series has chosen books to help address and support each attribute.
(Books are listed on bibliography page with other books used.)

**Collaboration Activities**
Circle Mural painting
Built a class neighborhood
Created Be A Kind Friend hand poster - everyone lends a hand
Built a classroom bead chandelier
Partnered stain glass paintings
Cooperative building with architecture blocks
Copycat building with a variety of building materials
Wrecking Ball group building
Built 100 piece puzzle together
Paired paintings of Greek Gods and Goddesses

**Team Building Games**
Pass the Hula Hoop Challenge
Walking on balance beam with partner
Partnered Ball Body Carry
Group Cup Move
Island Game
Relay races

**Song and Dance**
I'm Not Perfect
Roar by Katy Perry
Build It High
Best Day of My Life
Everything is Awesome!

**Discussion Questions**
Have you dealt with bullying issues in your classroom?
What language have you used to identify the children involved?
What strategies have worked best for all children involved?
How do you feel about “Zero Tolerance”?
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